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Abstract 

In the essay �William Kennedy�s Ironweed: Francis Phelan�s Purgatorial Journey Back 

Home� I intend to show that William Kennedy has borrowed his narrative structure and 

symbolic language in the novel Ironweed from The Divine Comedy. I will also try to show 

how William Kennedy has used these allusions to enhance the imagery of Ironweed and the 

protagonist Francis Phelan�s wandering through the novel, and his return home. To 

accomplish this I will present a detailed comparative analysis of William Kennedy�s Ironweed 

and Dante Alighieri�s The Divine Comedy. 

 I will begin by showing that Kennedy establishes the protagonist Francis Phelan as a 

Dante-like figure and a sinner who needs to go through purgatory to redeem himself. 

Moreover, Kennedy uses Dante Alighieri�s Divine Comedy�s landscape to enhance the 

imagery of a journey back home, and by showing that each chapter represents a different level 

on Mount Purgatory Kennedy makes Albany a symbol of the mountain itself. Details such as 

the mentioning of the seven deadly sins are also there to make the reader think of Dante and 

thereby reinforcing the image of The Divine Comedy�s landscape in Francis Phelan�s New 

York, Albany. 

 I also demonstrate that Kennedy borrows his symbolic structure from Dante Alighieri�s 

Divine Comedy. For example, the intricate ending of Ironweed where several parallels can be 

drawn to Purgatory and Paradise reinforces the impression of Francis Phelan�s happiness, 

that is, a reader who is familiar with The Divine Comedy will appreciate and understand 

Francis Phelan�s happiness and the journey he has accomplished even more. 
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For better waters, now, the little bark 
of my poetic powers hoists its sails, 

and leaves behind that cruelest of the seas. 
(Alighieri, Purgatory 1) 

This quote, which is the initial three lines of Dante�s Purgatory (the second part of The Divine 

Comedy), is placed as an epigraph at the beginning of William Kennedy�s Ironweed. The 

words are uttered by Dante when leaving the Inferno with his guide Virgil and setting sails 

toward the island on which mount Purgatory lies. The three lines following read as follows:  

And I shall sing about that second realm 
where man�s soul goes to purify itself and 

become worthy to ascend to Heaven  
(Alighieri, Purgatory 1) 

When we first meet Francis Phelan, the protagonist of Ironweed, he is about to make one of 

the most important journeys of his life: the journey back to his family after having been on the 

road for several years. These two stanzas explain why Kennedy has chosen to add the 

epigraph to the beginning of Ironweed since that is exactly what he does, i.e. he writes about a 

man who needs to make a journey and whose soul is being purified and thereby making him 

worthy of ascending to heaven. The journey is strikingly reminiscent of Alighieri�s Purgatory 

and its landscape. 

 My intention is to show that William Kennedy has borrowed his narrative structure and 

symbolic language in the novel Ironweed from The Divine Comedy. I will also try to show 

how William Kennedy has used these allusions to enhance the imagery of Ironweed and the 

protagonist Francis Phelan�s wandering through the novel, and his return home. To 

accomplish this I will present a detailed comparative analysis of William Kennedy�s Ironweed 

and Dante Alighieri�s The Divine Comedy.  

 That Kennedy has used The Divine Comedy to add to the imagery in Ironweed is 

confirmed by Kennedy himself in an interview with Tom Smith: �It's his purgatory, that's 

what the book is based in, his purgatorio, and Dante's. And the whole feeling I had when I 

was writing it is that he has this kind of escalating series of encounters that parallel some of 
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the language in Dante, which was a moral construction that helped me look at Francis's 

escalation into a time of paradise, his liberation from that guilt[…]” (Smith). 

 Before I begin the analysis, I will give a short presentation of the deadly sins and how 

Purgatory is constructed with its different levels representing different deadly sins, since 

purgatory and the seven deadly sins are mentioned throughout the paper. The island of 

Purgatory is first of all divided into two parts: ante purgatory and purgatory. The actual 

purgatory is divided into seven levels, each one representing a different sin. (New Catholic 

Dictionary) On the first level there is pride, after that envy, which is followed by wrath. These 

are the sins of misdirected love. On level four we find sloth, which is the only representative 

of the sins called deficient love. The last three sins are the sins of excessive love and they are 

(in order) avarice, gluttony and lechery. On the very top, after the seventh level of the actual 

purgatory terrestrial paradise reveals itself to all visitors. Mark Musa explains that the 

terrestrial paradise is the last stop before one enters actual paradise (Musa xxvi).  

 To begin with I will show that there is a connection between Dante and Ironweed. After 

that I will bring forth a few more specific parallels, which I will analyze more thoroughly. 

One of the first indications of a connection between the two texts (beside the epigraph from 

Purgatory in Ironweed) is a discussion between Francis Phelan and Rudy, two of the main 

characters of the novel, when they work at the cemetery digging graves: ��There�s seven 

deadly sins.� Rudy said� (Kennedy 9). Notably  - besides the fact that these two characters on 

the outskirts of humanity are discussing a complicated theologian matter - is that at this stage 

of the novel Francis is not (at least not openly) ready to acknowledge the sins or that he needs 

to regret anything: ��There�s only one sin as far as I am concerned,� Francis said� (Kennedy 

9). His reluctance to repent will however soon change as I will show later in the essay. 

 Another signal is that Francis Phelan thinks that his mother probably will spend eternity 

in purgatory due to her behavior when she was among the living (Kennedy 90). Francis�s 

relationship to his mother, however, is not all bad because later on in the novel he gives an 
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explanation to his mother�s behaviour: �She had been dead for all her life, Francis thought, 

and for the first time in years he felt pity for this woman, who had been spayed by self-

neutered nuns and self-gelded priests� (Kennedy 99). As Kennedy states in the interview with 

Smith, �it�s not easy to shed those beliefs and those imposed attitudes that you�ve gotten in 

your head since you were in grammar school. From first grade on they sent us over to the 

nuns, and three times a week I was getting religious instructions� (Smith).   

 These are a few of points that show a general link between the two texts but, as my 

analysis will show, there are more significant similarities to the Divine Comedy and aspects 

of Catholic dogma. 

 One of the most famous passages in The Holy Bible is John, 8:7 and it is unmistakably 

paraphrased in Ironweed. It reads: �When they kept on questioning him, he straightened up 

and said to them, �Let anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at 

her�" (The Holy Bible 99).1  In Ironweed we read �And all that might have continued had not 

Francis thrown the first stone� (Kennedy 206). What the narrator of Ironweed refers to is the 

incident when Francis kills a scab working as a trolley conductor during the strike of 1916. 

Even though Francis believes that the scab more or less deserves to die and that his stone was 

not the only one flying through the air that day  - although  he regrets that his stone is the first 

(Kennedy 206). I believe that the reason for regretting this is that he finally realizes that it is 

not his call to make. Even though the scab actually has sinned (at least according to Francis�s 

standards), Francis is a sinner as well and cannot therefore judge a fellow man; only God has 

that right. By referring to this particular passage, Kennedy shows that Francis looks upon 

himself as a sinner who does not deserve happiness. As Michael G. Yetman explains that 

�Francis [...] believes he deserves to suffer� and that �he has isolated himself from normal 

                                                
1 According to Just, S.J Felix. Just the translation of the Bible I am using is not merely a Catholic translation but 
an Ecumenical, which means that it is approved by both Catholics and Protestants (Just). As shown on the 
webpage biblegateway.com the translation does however not differ significantly from a strict Catholic version 
such as the New American Bible: �7But when they persisted in asking Him, He straightened up, and said to them, 
�He who is without sin among you, let him be the first to throw a stone at her" (biblegateway.com). 
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human community, and embraced the slow suicide of chronic vagrancy and alcoholism as a 

condign sentence upon himself [...]� (Yetman 2). Although Yetman considers  that this guilt 

has more to do with the dropping of his son Gerald than with the killing of the scab (Yetman 

2),  I believe the suggestion is  that all his �sins� combined make him treat himself the way he 

does. However, I do agree that the dropping of Gerald and the abandonment of the family are 

of course contributing factors as well.  

 The role of baby Gerald in the novel is nuanced: �Gerald Michael Phelan, his grave 

stone said, born April 13, 1916, died April 26, 1916. Born on the 13th, lived in 13 days. An 

unlucky child who was much loved (Kennedy 18). That Gerald lived around Easter, something 

that is confirmed by the 1916 Almanack för alla (Nordstedt 284), suggests that Gerald is a 

Jesus image. This impression is reinforced by the extraordinary appearance of the child in the 

grave: �Gerald rested in his infantile sublimity, exuding a high gloss induced by early death, 

his skin radiant white gold, his nails a silvery gray, his cluster of curls and large eyes perfectly 

matched in gleaming ebony� (Kennedy 17). The image of the boy is the image of a higher 

essence and reminds us of pictures of Jesus with long ebony or brown hair and pale and 

white-golden skin, especially those of him after his death (on crucifixes etc). That Gerald lies 

in a �cruciformed� grave and has a halo of �woven strands of vivid silver� (Kennedy 17) 

surrounding him enhances the image even further.   

 At the beginning of the novel when the reader is first made aware of Gerald�s presence, 

the dead boy has the power to forgive his father, the sinner, for his sins: �Should he absolve 

the man of all guilt, not for the dropping, for that was accidental, but for the abandonment of 

the family, for craven flight when the steadfast virtues were called for? Gerald�s grave 

trembled with superb possibility� (Kennedy 17). Gerald is prepared to forgive Francis for his 

deeds, but first he sends him on a mission, starting him on his purgatorial journey toward 

heaven for �expiat[ion] for abandoning the family� (Kennedy 17). This is a crucial moment 

for Francis Phelan, the sinner, the thrower of the first stone. This is when he decides not to 
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join the old family, which, as I will elaborate  later, is a symbol for the frightening forest 

before the entrance to Hell, but to seek his new family, which instead is a symbol of terrestrial 

(and actual) paradise.   

 This mystical interaction between Gerald and Francis � Gerald sending Francis towards 

heaven -  indicates that he is about to climb Mount Purgatory, perhaps to redeem himself, 

almost as Dante, the protagonist, climbs the mountain in The Divine Comedy to reunite with 

his Beatrice. These images, together with the fact that Francis meets restless ghosts from his 

past, indicate that the city of Albany is a symbol of the mountain itself and that is where 

Francis Phelan needs to walk to complete his mission. One example of a meeting with a ghost 

is when the dead horse thief Aldo Campione enters the same bus that Phelan and his vagrant 

friend Rudy are on: Since the journey of expiation is being carried out by Frances, he is the 

only one who can perceive the spirit, initiating an amusing misunderstanding: Speaking to the 

ghost ��I ain�t shakin� hands with no dead horse thief,� he said. �I ain�t no horse thief.� Rudy 

said� (Kennedy 29). That Rudy is not able to see Aldo suggests that the journey is an 

imaginative or mental one rather than a physical. The Dantean parallel is confirmed by the 

line: �the little bark of my poetic powers� (Alighieri, Purgatory 1) from the epigraph in the 

beginning of the novel. 

 A fact that further enhances the imagery of ghosts wandering the earth is that the story 

takes place during the three days of Halloween, when the spirits condemned to purgatory, 

wander the earth. Halloween begins with All Hallow�s Eve (October 31st), All Hallow�s day 

(November 1st) and ends with The Feast of all Souls (November 2nd). Since so many of the 

sins Francis Phelan has committed involve people who are dead, the fact that the dead are able 

to walk the earth is essential for his mission; to pay his dues and confront the people he has 

sinned against. According to the New Catholic Dictionary, All Souls� Day is �the annual 

commemoration of all those souls who departed this life in the grace and favor of God but 

who are still detained in purgatory. Purgatory is that third place in the other world in which 
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the souls of the departed suffer the temporal punishment of those sins for which in life they 

have not sufficiently atoned� (New Catholic Dictionary). Since Albany can be seen as a 

symbol of purgatory, the characters of Ironweed are in fact the souls who need to �suffer the 

temporal punishment� of it. This leads me to the next part of the essay. 

 The most distinct evidence that Kennedy has borrowed his symbolic language from 

Alighieri�s text is extended throughout the entire novel, i.e. that each of the seven chapters of 

Ironweed represents a different deadly sin, and/or level of mount Purgatory with at least one 

sinner per chapter. Notably, there does not seem to be an authorized order for the sins to be 

confronted; each of the sources I have consulted has a different order � though there is no 

confusion as to the nature of the seven sins. The sinner of the first chapter is Francis Phelan�s 

mother Kathryn Phelan whom he meets in the graveyard. That she is spending her afterlife in 

purgatory has already been established above: �His mother would be in purgatory, probably 

for goddam ever� (Kennedy 90). What we have not established yet is what she is being guilty 

of, which seems to be the sin Gluttony. The woman is dead but still she eats the roots with 

�insatiable revulsion� (Kennedy 2) After a closer reading of Purgatory when Dante and Virgil 

are on the sixth level, the level of the gluttonous, we find the exact same behavior, which is 

eating without ever becoming full:  

I saw two souls for hunger chewing air 
Ubaldino Della Pila, Boniface, 

who with his crook led multitudes to graze  
(Alighieri, Purgatory 258) 

This is also confirmed by Brennan O�Donnell who states that the �gluttonous are drawn 

irresistibly to the fruit of the tree that gives no sustenance� (O�Donnell 53).  

 Sloth is the next sin Kennedy introduces, and the concept of sloth is perhaps worth a 

definition since its meaning is not as obvious as might be assumed. According to Musa, it has 

more to do with not having the right faith than being lazy: �Sloth, the insufficiency of love for 

true good, or God� (Musa xviii). The persons guilty of sloth in Ironweed are the bums from 
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the shelter. For example, they are described as drunks �who don�t believe in nothin�� 

(Kennedy 22). Later, when a few of them listen to Reverend Chester preaching, he asks them 

if there is �a man here tonight who wants a different life? God says: Come unto me. Will you 

take him at his word? Will you stand up now? Come to the front, kneel and we will talk. Do 

this and be saved. Now. Now. Now!� (Kennedy 35)  Even though the future he promises them 

is, to say the least, quite tempting no one moves. This lack of interest is the very definition of 

sloth.  

 The final, and perhaps clearest, evidence is that during Reverend Chester�s preaching he 

asks �the dipsos, the deadbeats, the wetbrains, and the loonies� (which is his audience), 

�[w]ho will save you from your sloth? Who will give you a ride on the turnpike to salvation?� 

(Kennedy 34). Needless to say no one reacts to these somewhat harsh words from the man of 

the church; instead they wait quietly until the soup is served: �Then began the rush of men to 

the table� (Kennedy 35). This confirms that the bums are guilty of sloth since running 

frantically is the punishment the sinners of sloth receive:  

Just such a frenzied urge I thought I saw 
when that thick rush of souls curved around the bank 

spurred in their race by good will and just love. 
 

And then they were upon us � that entire, 
enormous mass of spirits on the run; 

two out in front were shouting as they wept:  
(Alighieri, Purgatory 194) 

 The third sin Kennedy presents is pride and the woman who is guilty of it is Clara, who 

lives with Jack: �I remember her when she was whoring and always broke. Now she�s so high 

and mighty� (Kennedy 63). They are both old friends of Francis and Francis� companion 

Helen. Though Clara is a broken-down prostitute who has experienced much hardship during 

her life, at the moment she  happens to live in an apartment, and has therefore totally forgotten 

how hard life on the street is: �I remember when she came to my place years ago, begging for 

food� (Kennedy 82).   
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 Musa states that pride is �the root of all sin� (xvii). It is also the first level Dante comes 

to after he entered the gate to actual purgatory:  

Falling devoutly at his holy feet 
in mercy�s name I begged to be let in; 

but first of all, three times I smote my breast.  
(Alighieri, Purgatory 99) 

The scene in which Francis Phelan and Helen knock on the apartment door to Jack and 

Clara�s place seems to be similar: �Francis knocked. Jack opened the door and looked out 

with the expression of an ominous crustacean. With one hand he held the door ajar, with the 

other he gripped the jamb. �Hey Jack,� Francis said, �we come to see ya. How�s chances for a 

bum gettin� a drink?�� (Kennedy 66).  

 Lechery, or lust, the last of Dante Alighieri�s sins, is dealt with in William Kennedy�s 

fourth chapter. The persons who are guilty of the sin are Rosskam, the man who runs the 

junkyard (and Francis Phelan�s boss for the day) and Francis� old neighbor Katrina. 

Rosskam�s first question to Phelan, besides whether he is strong enough to work or not, is: 

�how do you like it?� referring to the �sex business� (Kennedy 94). After that he explains 

how often he has sex, and that he gets offers going from house to house. The discussion ends 

with a scene where Rosskam is having sex in a cellar. 

 Even though Rosskam falls for the temptation, it is Francis�s old neighbor Katrina who 

is in focus. Since Katrina�s husband often works out of town and Francis helps around the 

house trimming the tree etc. Though he is a mere boy she cannot help trying to seduce him: 

�You are such a handsome boy. You must have many girls in love with you� (Kennedy 106). 

Eventually she starts to buy him clothes, make him expensive dinners and claims that she 

covets him. Defending her own behavior, she actually uses the term luxuria (Kennedy 110), 

which is the Italian term for lust used by Dante Alighieri in the Purgatory. Kennedy is also 

using a form of luxuria, luxuriant, when he describes how the maple tree Katrina and Francis 

trims has grown long after her death: �Katrina�s grave in the Albany Rural Cemetery [�] 
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grew wild with dandelions and became a curiosity to the manicurists of the cemetery�s floral 

tapestry. In precisely the same way Katrina and Francis had trimmed the maple tree, only to 

see it grow ever more luxuriant� (Kennedy 111). Since the tree is something they have in 

common, one could say that it is a symbol of their relationship and that her feelings for him 

are sinful is already established.  

 However, the strongest connection between Katrina and the souls suffering on 

Purgatory�s seventh level is fire. Katrina dies in one when her house burns to the ground in 

1912 (Kennedy 111), which is appropriate since the souls who are guilty of lust live their 

afterlife in fire:  

And I saw spirits walking in the flames; 
I watched them, but I also watched my steps, 

caught between fear and curiosity.  
(Alighieri, Purgatory 272-273) 

According to Musa the sinful: �ask God to banish Lust and every sinful instinct from their 

hearts and to cleanse them with His healing fire� (278). O�Donnell also confirms this and 

states that: �the lustful are purified [�] through fire (O�Donnell 53). 

 Chapter five represents the sin avarice. The first sinner guilty of avarice is Helen�s 

mother who steals the inheritance Helen is suppose to get from her father: �Helen read the 

will aloud to her mother [�] and received in return a maternal smile of triumph at having 

stolen Helen�s future, stolen it so that mother and son might live like peahen and peacock 

[�]� (Kennedy 123). The mother is however not the most apparent sinner; it is in fact Helen 

who walks around and makes peace with everything she is able to before she dies.  

 First of all she fantasizes about sitting at a table in the Primrose Tea Room, eating petit 

sandwiches with the crust cut off and drinking tea in Nippon cups and saucers (Kennedy 127). 

And she �[clutches] her change� (Kennedy 128) at one time. Both these examples tend 

towards avarice and point toward what is to come. The final evidence of the connection 

between the two texts is how avaricious sinners are treated:  
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Just as our eyes, attached to worldly goods, 
would never leave the earth to look above, 

so justice, here has forced them to the ground. 
 

Since Avarice quenched all our love of good, 
without which all our labours were in vain, 

so here the force of justice hold us fast, 
 

our feet and hands bound tight within its grip; 
as long as it shall please the righteous Lord, 

so long shall we lie motionless  
(Alighieri, Purgatory 205-206) 

Several of the issues described in Canto 19 actually happen to Helen in the very last hours of 

her life. She is for example loveless: �Helen is abdicating for the man she used to love� 

(Kennedy 138). Another similarity between Dante�s sinners and Helen is that they all need to 

let go of their worldly possessions. In the hotel room she is obsessively trying to hold on to 

the brass, an action that is blended with her love for possessions: �And so when Helen holds 

the brass, and looks at the clock that still says ten minutes to eleven, and thinks of slippers and 

music and the great butterfly and the white pebble with the hidden name� (Kennedy 137). It is 

not until she can release the brass (and her possessions) she finds peace: �she lets go of the 

brass and thinks of Beethoven, Ode to joy. [�] And [she] feels her legs turning to feathers 

and sees that her head is floating down to meet them as her body bends under the weight of so 

much joy� (Kennedy 139).  

 Francis Phelan�s daughter Peg is the sinner of chapter six, and the sin is wrath. She is 

very upset over the fact that Francis Phelan abandoned his family twenty-two years ago: 

��What break did he ever give me? Or you? Or any of us?� [�] I�m not going to be a 

hypocrite and welcome him back with open arms after what he did. You don�t just pop up one 

day with a turkey and all is forgiven� (Kennedy 178). She is not the only one to be angry 

either; her brother Billy is just as upset as she is, but at her: ��Aaahhh, blow it out your ear,� 

Billy said� (Kennedy 178), and: ��Shut up, Peg,� Billy yelled. �Rotten tongue of yours, shut it 

the hell UP!�� (Kennedy 179)  
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 During Francis Phelan�s visit all ghosts of his past build a bleacher in the backyard. 

When the bleacher is done they light candles and chant anti-syllabic lyrics. One of the chants 

that is especially mentioned is Dies Irae (Kennedy 181), which is translated the day of wrath2 

(Ahler 257, 471).  The men singing on the bleachers are also suggestive of the link between 

Purgatory and Ironweed because according to Dante the singing (or praying) helps them to 

calm down and let go of their wrath:  

Each prayer they sang began with Agnus Dei; 
the same words, sung in unison, produced 

an atmosphere of perfect harmony. 
 

�Master, those voices � are they shades I hear?� 
I asked. And to me. �Yes, you are right, 
and they are losing the knots of wrath�.  

(Alighieri, Purgatory 174) 

After the men have been singing and praying on the bleacher, Francis notices that the �venom 

was gone from [Peg�s] eyes� (Kennedy 185).   

 William Kennedy uses the seventh chapter to illuminate the sin of envy. The chapter 

begins with a conversation between Francis and his companion Rudy, a conversation that sets 

the mood of the entire chapter. Rudy complains that people see him as a bum (Kennedy 188). 

These complaints continue throughout the entire chapter until a legionnaire kills him towards 

the end of it. First Rudy complains about his own situation: �I didn�t have noplace to flop, no 

money, no jug, nobody around. [�] Rudy fell back on the slab and wept instant tears over his 

condition� (Kennedy 190). Later he envies a former bum who visits his old friends: ��You got 

a car and a wife and a house and a job?� Rudy asked� (Kennedy 199). And finally, on his 

dying breath, he turns toward his friend Francis and says: �You ain�t filthy, [�] You got a 

new suit� (Kennedy 219).  

 Furthermore, Rudy sings the lyrics to a song called Big Rock Candy Mountain 

throughout the chapter and the song describes a place where �cops have wooden legs/ And the 

                                                
2 My translation 
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bulldogs all have rubber teeth/ and the hens lay soft boiled eggs� (McClintock). What bum 

would not like to be in a place where they neither have to worry about the police nor dogs and 

where there is an endless supply of food, whiskey and no one ever has to work? (McClintock) 

The fact that Rudy would rather be in a place like that is therefore not hard to understand. 

 After a blow to the head, Rudy, the sinner of envy in William Kennedy�s Ironweed, is 

upheld and supported by his companion and �rock� Francis Phelan (Kennedy 219). The 

similarity to the sinners of envy on Mount Purgatory is clear because they are also described 

as ragged men in need of support by the wall/rock:  

Their cloaks seemed to be made of coarsest cloth, 
and one�s head on another�s shoulder lay, 

the inner cliff supporting all of them.  
(Alighieri, Purgatory 140) 

 To me all points discussed around the seven chapters combined demonstrate that 

William Kennedy has used each chapter in Ironweed to describe a different sin or level on 

mount Purgatory in Dante�s Divine Comedy that Francis Phelan needs to overcome to get his 

proper salvation. The discussion around the chapters is however not the strongest indication 

of the special connection between the two texts.  

 The last chapter of the book is both violent and somewhat ambiguous since one cannot 

be absolutely certain whether Francis Phelan chooses to stay with Annie and their children or 

hops the train and flees yet again (Kennedy 224-226). Now, I think the two endings offer a 

choice between a material conclusion, and a more spiritually visionary one, which does in fact 

seem more congruent with Francis� continuing search for redemption.  So, since the very last 

vision (the image of him leaving is just before) in the novel is a vision of him living in the 

attic of the house thinking of Danny�s (Peg�s son and his grandson) room as �a mighty nice 

room to set up a cot in� (Kennedy 242-243), I choose to interpret the conclusion as if he stays 

in Albany with his family instead of leaving on the �Delaware & Hudson freight� (Kennedy 

242). 
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 Finally, I will discuss the end of the novel, a discussion that is connected to the 

beginning. At the beginning of Ironweed when Francis works at the cemetery he meets and 

talks to Gerald, his dead father and mother. They represent his old family that he meets before 

he decides to make his purgatorial journey. The meeting with the old family is filled with 

anguish and upset feelings: �tears oozed from Francis�s eyes, and one of them fell onto his 

shoetop, he pitched forward onto the grave, clutching the grass, remembering the diaper in its 

grip� (Kennedy 18).  

 At the end of the journey, and novel, he returns to his wife Annie and the rest of the 

family and moves into the house with them. The imagery and feelings Kennedy evokes when 

Francis sits in the attic of the house with his �new� family and thinks of his current situation 

are quite the opposite to those when meeting with the �old� family: �That room of Danny�s 

had some space to it. And it got the morning light too. It was a mighty nice little room� 

(Kennedy 227). 

 The contrast between the families can be compared to the contrast between the two 

forests Dante passes on his journey upward. When Dante first enters The Divine Comedy he 

gets lost in a frightening forest:  

Ah, had I words, if such there be, that could 
describe this forest wild and rough and dour, 
by which, in thought, my terror is renew�d! 

 (Alighieri, The Divine Comedy 3) 

In this forest he meets, among others, his guide Virgil who takes him on the amazing voyage 

that begins with entering the gateway to hell (Alighieri, The Divine Comedy 3-25). This is the 

beginning of Dante�s purgatorial journey. His journey to deliverance commences, in other 

words, with a visit to hell before he starts to climb the mountain of purgatory just as Francis 

Phelan�s journey begins with a confrontation with the source of his lifelong agony: Gerald 

and the rest of the old family.  
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 At the end of Dante�s Purgatory, just before he is allowed to enter paradise he arrives at 

the earthly (or Terrestrial) Paradise, which also is a forest. The forest that contains Terrestrial 

Paradise is far from as frightening as the forest that precedes the gateway to hell:  

Now eager to explore on every side 
the heavenly forest thick with living green, 

which made the bright new morning light more soft   
(Alighieri, Purgatory 300) 

This description evokes positive and peaceful images and one can easily understand why it is 

referred to as Terrestrial Paradise. Musa also writes about the connection between the two 

forests in the introduction to The Divine Comedy vol. II: Purgatory: �The climb is over and 

the journey that began in a wood, the �dark wood� of Inferno I, comes to an end at the 

entrance to another wood, but a wood of a different texture. This is the Terrestrial Paradise, 

the Garden of Eden, the antechamber to Paradise itself� (Musa xxi).  

 The words Francis Phelan uses to describe his current situation in the attic also allude to 

Dante�s Paradise, which follows on the Terrestrial Paradise: �The empyrean, which is not 

spatial at all, does not move and has no poles. It girds, with light and love, the primum 

mobile, the utmost and swiftest of the material heavens. Angels are manifested in the primum 

mobile� (Kennedy 227). The Empyrean is the highest and most beautiful sphere in Dante�s 

Paradise, and there is a passage in The Divine Comedy that actually corresponds well to this 

description from Ironweed. The lines are at the beginning of Beatrice�s description of the new 

sphere Dante arrives to, the most magnificent and complete sphere of them all, the sphere 

called Empyrean:  

�The nature of the world, that fixed doth make 
the centre and all circling it constrains 

to move, from here its starting-point doth take. 
 

No other �where� than God�s own mind contains 
this heaven, for in that mind alone is it lit 

the love that rolls it, and the power it rains. 
 

Around it light and love in circle meet, 
as it does round the rest; and sole presides 
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o�er that engirment he who girdeth it. 
 

Measured itself by none, this heaven decides 
the motion, swift or slow,  of all the rest 

as ten into its half and fifth divides. 
(Alighieri, The Divine Comedy 721) 

As we can see there are several items in the two texts that coincide with each other. The line 

�light and love� for example exists in both texts. According to Ingvar Björkesson, translator 

of the Swedish version of The Divine Comedy, light and love is a euphemism for empyrean 

(Björkesson 259). The mentioning of an immobile core can also be found in both Ironweed 

and The Divine Comedy: �does not move and has no poles� (Kennedy 227) in Ironweed and 

�fixed doth make the centre� (Alighieri, The Divine Comedy 721) in The Divine Comedy. 

Those are both comments and descriptions of absolute love, which is the realm called 

�Empyrean� in Dante�s case and the room in the attic in Francis Phelan�s.  

 However, something that does move is the Primum mobile, and that is also mentioned in 

both texts. Ingvar Björkesson states that it is the line �this heaven decides the motion, swift or 

slow� in Dante�s The Divine Comedy that refers to it (Björkesson 259). Kennedy uses the term 

directly in the previously mentioned quote from page 227. Primum mobile is the name of the 

second highest and largest realm in Dante�s Paradise. Thus, if the room in the attic is a symbol 

of the Empyrean, it could mean that Primum mobile is the rest of the house. If we think of his 

family members as angels, this image is further enhanced when Francis Phelan says that the 

�[angels] are manifested in primum mobile� (Kennedy 227). Moreover, to see them as angels 

is not far fetched considering that they actually save him from living the rest of his life in a 

hellish existence as a bum when they accept him in their realm/house, after  he shows up with 

a frozen turkey under his arm. The New Catholic Dictionary also confirms that Francis� 

family can be seen as his guardian angels since their definition of it is: �An angel who is 

assigned by God to watch over and care for a man during his life upon earth. The general 
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doctrine that angels are thus [deputized] to protect men in their pathway through life is a 

matter of Catholic faith, clearly expressed in Scripture� (The New Catholic Dictionary).   

 In conclusion, William Kennedy borrows his narrative structure and symbolic language 

in the novel Ironweed from The Divine Comedy, and he uses these connections to enhance the 

imagery of Ironweed�s protagonist Francis Phelan�s wandering through the novel, and his 

return home, making it resemble a journey through the landscape of Dante�s Purgatory.  First 

of all, by establishing the protagonist Francis Phelan as a Dante-like figure and a sinner who 

needs to go through purgatory to redeem himself, Kennedy uses Dante Alighieri�s landscape 

to enhance the imagery of a journey back home. Moreover, each chapter represents a different 

level on Mount Purgatory, which makes Albany a symbol of the mountain itself. Details such 

as ghosts walking the earth and the mentioning of the seven deadly sins are also there to make 

the reader think of Dante and thereby reinforcing the image of The Divine Comedy�s 

landscape in Francis Phelan�s New York, Albany. 

 Kennedy also borrows his symbolic structure from Dante Alighieri�s Divine Comedy. 

For example, the intricate ending of Ironweed where several parallels can be drawn to 

Purgatory and Paradise reinforces the impression of Francis Phelan�s happiness, that is, a 

reader who is familiar with The Divine Comedy will appreciate and understand Francis 

Phelan�s happiness and the journey he has accomplished even more.  
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